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	Set your iPhone to stun!
	
		Apple keeps packing more punch into the iPhone, and iPhone For Dummies has been the go-to guide for aficionados from the start! Just like those that came before it, this new edition leaves no stone unturned, giving you thorough and easy-to-follow guidance on everything you need to unlock all your iPhone has to offer. From using FaceTime to connect with friends to setting up your iPhone to stay organized and on time, this is the essential iPhone companion guide no user should be without.

	
		Think about the iPhone. It's a device capable of communicating with anyone across the globe, connecting to the world's knowledge, fetching music and video, and assisting with day-to-day chores. In short, it's science fiction come to life. iPhone For Dummies provides the insight and know-how you need to squeeze all these wonders out of your iPhone—while having a whole lot of fun in the process.

		
			Get to know the latest iPhone models, including the iPhone 7 and 7 Plus
	
			Grasp the newest features of iOS 10
	
			Stock your iPhone with apps for watching video, reading books, and more
	
			Shoot photos and instantly share them


	
		Don't waste a minute! Swipe, tap, and type your way to all the fun and functionality your iPhone has to offer!
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Designing and Conducting Business Surveys (Wiley Series in Survey Methodology)John Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Designing and Conducting Business Surveys provides a coherent overview of the business survey process, from start to finish. It uniquely integrates an understanding of how businesses operate, a total survey error approach to data quality that focuses specifically on business surveys, and sound project management principles. The book...
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MySQL Troubleshooting: What To Do When Queries Don't WorkO'Reilly, 2012

	I have worked since May 2006 as a principal technical support engineer in the Bugs
	Verification Group of the MySQL Support Group for MySQL AB, then Sun, and finally
	Oracle. During my daily job, I often see users who are stuck with a problem and have
	no idea what to do next. Well-verified methods exist to find the cause of the problem...
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The Subtle Art of Strategy: Organizational Planning in Uncertain TimesPraeger Publishers, 2003
"Before Jack Welch there was Ian Wilson. In his years at GE, Wilson pioneered the concept that strategists must learn to plan in the face of uncertainty....In this brilliant volume he summarizes the strategic state-of-the-art in terms that are as clear as they are practical. Nobody has said it better." - James O'Toole University of...
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Basic Geotechnical Earthquake EngineeringNew Age Publications, 2007

	This title features subject matter that is organised logically to make it easy and interesting for the students. Emphasis has been given on the basics of geotechnical earthquake engineering. Home work problems have been given at the end of each chapter to test the understanding of concepts given in the chapter. At the end of appropriate...
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What Every Engineer Should Know about Software EngineeringCRC Press, 2007
Do you  ·	Use a computer to perform analysis or simulations in your daily work?  ·	Write short scripts or record macros to perform repetitive tasks?  ·	Need to integrate off-the-shelf software into your systems or require multiple applications to work together?  ·	Find yourself spending too much time working the kinks...
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Advances in Music Information Retrieval (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	Sound waves propagate through various media, and allow communication or

	entertainment for us, humans. Music we hear or create can be perceived in such

	aspects as rhythm, melody, harmony, timbre, or mood. All these elements of

	music can be of interest for users of music information retrieval systems. Since

	vast music repositories...
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